6 Consecutive numbers
The project teachers worked extensively with
consecutive numbers tasks, which is the subject of
this chapter. As with the previous chapter, tasks in this
area can be based on relatively simple and familiar
mathematical ideas (including notions of odd and
even), thus making it is easier to for students’ to focus
on mathematical structure. A particularly popular task
was this one:
Take any three consecutive numbers and add
them together.
(a) What do you notice about the totals?
(b) Prove that it always happens.
The task came from a Mathematics Enhancement
Project (MEP) exercise on proof, of which the first
eight questions are shown below (ours was question 5).

questions (though one might be quite hard pressed to
use an alternative approach for questions 4b and 8).
This raises the issue of whether turning to algebraic
symbolisation is actually a help or hindrance when
one wants students to focus on structure - might it not
divert their attention away from structure to matters
of algebraic syntax? And what of tasks that lend
themselves to an algebraic approach but where the
structure is difficult to keep hold of? Is it sensible to
choose such tasks, when more ‘transparent’ tasks are
available? We discuss both these issues later in the
chapter.
A way of approaching a task like Q5, which many
of the project teachers followed to some degree, is
to work in phases with, say, students first trying the
question on their own (eg for homework), then in small
groups, then as a whole class (with groups reporting
their findings) and finally
revisiting the question on their
own. This way of working looks
to be highly promising, though
it also involves many subtle
difficulties, as we shall see.
Open or closed One of the
project teachers had found the
MEP materials on the internet.
When I first saw Q5, I assumed
that for part a) most students
would notice what I had ‘noticed’,
namely that the total is a multiple
of 3 (and is 3 times the middle
number). Thus the interesting
aspect of the question would be
the ‘proofs’ that students came
up with in part b). I had correctly
surmised that the open form of
the wording in part a) would
make students more interested in
their finding and more committed
to seeking a proof, but I had not
anticipated how diverse their
findings would be.

Q5 is relatively open, compared to the questions that
precede it, and as such it may be more motivating for
students (but also more demanding for the teacher in
having to manage the diversity of students’ approaches
and findings).
The exercise is preceded by worked examples where
all the given solutions are algebraic, which suggests
that this is how the questions are meant to be solved
(ie by forming algebraic expressions, manipulating
the expressions and interpreting the result). Of course
it is not necessary to use formal algebra to solve the

One of the first lessons in which
I observed Q5 being used was
with a Year 8 middle set. The students had been given
the question for homework and after the obligatory
starter to the lesson they were asked to discuss their
homework with their neighbour (the students sat
in rows, two to a desk). After about 10 minutes the
teacher asked for students’ findings which she listed on
the board (below).
As can be seen, there was considerable variety in the
students’ findings. It turned out that very few students
had noticed the “middle number × 3” relationship but
there was palpable excitement when it was revealed.
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explanation, based this time not on the increase in
corresponding terms but on the fact that each new
set of consecutive triples can be formed from the
preceding set by removing the number on the left and
placing a new number on the right. Thus in going from,
say, 1+2+3 to 2+3+4, the new sum has lost the “1” but
gained a “4”, a net gain of 3 (see below).

All the students whose work I observed approached
the task by considering several examples - usually
lots and usually in a systematic way. This was perhaps
partly prompted by the use of the plural “totals” in the
wording of part a) (it ought really to be “total”) but it
probably arose mainly from a habit that has become
ingrained in the problem-solving culture of English
mathematics classrooms.
The student who had reported that the “Answers go
up in 9s” (above) was asked to explain his finding. He
then wrote this on the board:
On one level, his
finding is rather
trivial. It is not
about any set of
3 consecutive
numbers since
it depends on
considering
several sets, generated in an essentially arbitrary
(but systematic) way. However, it can be seen from
the 3s written underneath the consecutive numbers,
that the student has the beginnings of a structural
explanation for his finding. Moreover, he was aware
of its contingent nature since he then wrote another
set of consecutive
sums on the board
(right), generated in
a different way, with
the totals this time
increasing by 6 (ie
by 2 + 2 + 2).
The work below shows another example of a student
who worked systematically and noticed a constant
difference between the totals, this time of 3.
This student also has the beginnings of a structural
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Several students focussed on whether the sum was
odd or even, as can be seen from the list of statements
that the teacher had written on the board. The student
whose work is shown below had noticed that if two of
the consecutive numbers are odd, the sum is even (and
vice versa). As with the various constant-difference
observations that we have just been discussing, this
lends itself to a structural explanation (although this
student did not give one). But in contrast to those
observations, it also applies to any such set of 3
consecutive numbers and so is less trivial.

Few students in the class came up with the “middle
number × 3” finding, and only one from the handful of
students whose work I was able to photograph:

He too generated several examples but there seemed
to be a genuine attempt to make these ‘random’ rather
than systematic:
This student’s choice of
examples is interesting.
While most students
start with a set of ‘small’
numbers (usually 1+2+3),
his first numbers are
relatively large. In his
3rd set, the numbers are larger still and can also be
thought of as fairly arbitrary, and it is possible that
they were chosen as a “crucial experiment” (a term
coined by Balacheff), in the sense of ‘if it works for
these it probably works for any others’. The numbers
in his final example (99+100+101= 300) are also large

but seem less ‘random’ and it is tempting to think they
were chosen for their ‘transparent’ nature: they seem
to show particularly clearly that the total is three times
the middle number and also why this is the case (in that
it seems particularly obvious here that the first number
is 1 less than the middle number and the last is 1 more).
However, the student
provided no explicit
evidence that he was
aware of this, in that his
attempt at a ‘proof’ in
part b) consisted just of
examples that confirmed
his “× 3” finding (see
right). This phenomenon,
of students seeming
to choose particularly
illuminating examples but then not backing this up
with any explicit explanation was quite common on
this and similar tasks and is a salutary reminder that
students may not be seeing the same thing as we are.
Before looking back at these various approaches I want
to look at one more student, part of whose work is
shown below:

As can be seen, this student generated examples that
changed in a typically systematic way. However, he
also generated an unusually large number of examples,
which seems to be bordering on the irrational: what
on earth was he expecting to find? Did he imagine that
the regular outcomes that he was generating might
suddenly change? Surely not. Perhaps he was trying to
demonstrate his diligence, or perhaps he was using an
avoidance strategy, to save having to think about why
his findings might be true. Interestingly, though, and in
contrast to his seemingly narrow, repetitive approach,
he has broken out of the constraints of the original

question by considering the sums not just of sets of 3
consecutive numbers but sets of 4 (as can be seen on
the right hand side of his page), and later on sets of 2,
5 and 6 consecutive numbers. The sum of his particular
sets of 3 consecutive numbers increases by 3 as one
goes from one line to the next, and similarly the sum
for 4 consecutive numbers increases by 4. He seems to
have encapsulated this by this impressive (if somewhat
cryptic) general statement:
I have noticed that however many consecutive numbers
you add together that is how many will keep on adding on.

He helpfully illustrates this by considering sums of
pairs of consecutive numbers, where he correctly
observes that there is a difference of 2. Finally he sets
out to ‘prove’ that his general observation “always
happens” by considering sums of 5 and 6 consecutive
numbers. He does this on the reverse side of the
sheet (not shown here) and as before writes down
10 systematic sets for each. He concludes that “My
prediction was right”.
Strangely, this student seems to have noticed the
‘× 3’ relationship right from the start, in that he has
written 2×3=6 above the sum 1+2+3=6 (see extract
above). However he seems to have been unable (or not
inclined) to investigate this further, ie to come up with
an explanation or proof. This is something we came
across quite often and we return to it later.
Looking back at the lesson, what stands out most is the
variety of observations made by the students. Some
of these observations (such as “the answers go up
in 3s”) are mathematically rather trivial, in that they
are contingent on the particular examples (or sets of
examples) that students chose. I was tempted to direct
students’ attention to the more fundamental pattern
(that the sum is 3 times the middle number) so that
they could to try to find a structural explanation for
it. However, I think much would have been lost by
doing this. For a start it would have shut a window
on the students’ thinking (and the fact that they
don’t necessarily look for or notice what we expect
them to see); it would also discourage students from
exploring, taking risks, thinking for themselves and
generally taking responsibility for and ownership
of their work. And though some of the observations
might seem trivial, they can still be tackled in a serious
mathematical way, ie in terms of structure: thus for
example, in the case of the set of examples 1+2+3=6,
2+3+4=9, 3+4+5=12, etc, where the total increases
by 3, this can be explained by the fact that the three
individual consecutive numbers increases by 1 each
time, or by the fact that two of the numbers stay the
same but one is replaced by a number that is 3 bigger.
Most important, perhaps, when students did spot the
‘× 3’ relationship, they often became quite animated,
with a ripple of excitement spreading through the
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room. I recall this happening with a relatively low
attaining Y10 set who were not used to working on
open tasks, and who were initially quite hesitant. Here
one student eventually found the relationship (as can be
seen from the script below), whereupon his neighbour
asked me, in all seriousness, whether this had ever been
found before and (less seriously) whether they could
copyright it! In the event, no one in the class went on
to ‘explain’ this result as asked for on their worksheet,
although this student was one of a group who managed
to generalise it, quite unprompted, to the sums of 5, 7
and other odd numbers of consecutive numbers.

Working in phases I observed another teacher use
this and another consecutive numbers task (questions
1 and 5 of the MEP proof exercise - see page 6.1)
with two of his classes (Y9 set 2 and Y10 set 1). In
both lessons the work was structured in phases. The
Y9 class was presented with the two questions at
the start of the lesson and the students were asked to
work through the questions in groups of about 3 or 4.
Each group was then asked to produce an overhead
transparency which they subsequently presented to the
rest of the class. Finally, the students were asked to
tackle the two questions again, but this time on their
own (and in silence).
The transparency below was produced by four boys,
Sasha (who acted as scribe), Derrek, Geoff and Roland.
Question 1 asks students to “Prove that the sum of
two consecutive numbers must be odd”. The students
started in a typical way, with systematic, empirical
examples. However, rather than getting locked into
this, they switched to examples that were more generic
(100+101=201 and even 10000+10001=20001).
Finally, they gave quite an impressive proof involving
the claim that “An odd and an even will always equal
an odd”, based on the ‘facts’ (or assumptions, givens,
or theorems) that “odd + even = odd” and “even + odd
= odd”. What is perhaps missing from the proof is the
explicit statement that with two consecutive numbers,
one will always be odd and one even.
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For the second question (the ‘sum of three consecutive
numbers’ task), they again start with systematic
examples, but again move on to examples (with
explanatory text) that are more illuminating and
general. Thus they provide an example (111 + 112 +
113 = 336; 336 ÷ 112 = 3) which quite nicely shows
their general finding that “3 × the middle number will
be the same as adding the 3 numbers together” (their
second sentence); more impressive still, they provide
a structural argument that “If you take one off the last
number and add it to the first they will be the same
No”, which they illustrate by transforming 4 + 5 + 6
into 45 + 5 + 65 then into 5 + 5 + 5.
It is interesting, though, that this argument comes right
at the end of the transparency, almost as an afterthought, and that their first written statement concerns
a less important relationship about parity. This suggests
that they may not appreciate the significance of a
structural argument even if they (or at least some in
the group) can construct one. This is borne out by the
written responses of the students when they tackled the
questions again on their own. The worksheet completed
by Sasha, who had earlier acted as group scribe for the
OHT, is shown below.
Sasha’s responses are similar to those he had written
for the group on the OHT, but with parts missing. Thus
his response to Q1 contains some of the same examples
and a similar, but more curtailed argument. In Q2 (sum
of three consecutive numbers) he has re-ordered the

Geoff’s response to Q1 (bottom, left) is similar to
Sasha’s but even more curtailed and perhaps not
quite as well worded. In Q2 he focusses on the parity
issue which he describes more fully than was done
on the OHT and with very effective use of examples.
However, he says nothing about the ‘× 3’ relationship
and makes no attempt to reproduce the structural
argument.
Derrek’s responses (below) are perhaps the most
interesting in this group. In Q1 he starts with the usual
examples, but then makes up a large, ‘random’ (but
unwieldy) example of his own. He makes no attempt to
reproduce the argument on the OHT, beyond the first
statement, “These are all odd”. However, he then goes
on to use dot patterns. Such patterns had been used
by two other groups in the class and presumably he
had picked up on this. The result is rather cryptic, but
reminiscent of the classic form used to represent odd
numbers (two rows of dots, with one row containing
an extra dot) and it is possible that
he was therefore trying to show
why the sum of two consecutive
numbers, in this case 3 (“odd”)
and 4 (“even”), must be odd.
statements and omitted one, which perhaps gives an
indication of how important or meaningful he felt the
statements to be: thus he has put the observation about
the sum being “3 × the middle number” first, ahead of
the statement about the parity of the result, and he has
omitted the third statement, ie the structural argument,
entirely.

On Q2, Derrek is the only one in his group to have
picked up on the structural argument used on the
OHT, in as much as he has reproduced the example
4+5+6=15 and its transformation into 5+5+5=15.
However, he does not attempt to explain this further,
as was done on the OHT, or to bring out the ‘× 3’
property, but instead his focus seems to be on the
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parity issue as he has written “the midd (sic) number
determines whether anser (sic) is even or odd”. It
is unfortunately not clear whether the transformed
example is quite separate from this statement or is
meant to serve as an explanation of it (the parity of
the middle number and the sum are the same, since
multiplying the middle number by 3 does not change
its parity).
The fourth student in the group, Roland, gave an
answer very much like Geoff’s to Q1 but left Q2 blank.
A particularly interesting feature of the lesson was
this last phase, where students were asked to tackle
once more the questions that they had spent all lesson
working on together, but this time working on their
own. The students seemed quite happy to do this, and
it gave them the opportunity to review the lesson, to
reflect on ideas that were meaningful to them and to see
how well they understood them. It also provided useful
feedback for the teacher about which of the many ideas
put forward in the lesson students valued and made
sense of - and it underlined the fact that students will
filter and reinterpret ideas rather than simply absorb
and faithfully reproduce all that they come across.
During the earlier phase of the lesson, where groups
fed back to the class using their OHTs, the teacher
adopted a very low key approach, occasionally drawing
the class’s attention to a particular point, but mostly
letting the groups explain their ideas in their own terms
and as best they could. This signalled very strongly to
the students that their ideas were valued and deserved
to be listened to. Students generally enjoyed this, both
as performers and listeners but the phase was also very
demanding - it took a long time, and many students
lacked experience in conveying their ideas effectively.
As a result, I felt a strong and frequent wish that the
teacher would intervene - to focus on what I thought
were important points and to bring them out more
clearly.
There is a real dilemma here about when and how
strongly to intervene, for which there is probably no
right answer. However, I admired the teacher’s rare
ability to resist such interventions during this stage of
the work, which can still be regarded as exploratory.
As students become more experienced in reporting
(and listening and discussing) this phase should also
run more efficiently (although it might still be desirable
to further shorten the time devoted to it, for example by
cutting down on the number of groups reporting back).
When this teacher used the two questions on
consecutive numbers with his Y10 class he set the
worksheet for homework. This extra phase, of students
working on their own (be it at home or in class) allows
students to explore some initial ideas which might
otherwise get lost or fail to emerge in a group setting
6.

- and which hopefully can be developed further in the
group.
I observed the lesson immediately after the homework
had been completed (phase 1) and where, as with
the Y9 class, the students were asked to discuss the
questions in groups and produce an OHT (phase 2),
present the OHTs to the class (phase 3), and then try
the questions again on their own (phase 4).
For Q1, the proofs tended to be better than in Y9, with
more students being explicit about there having to be
one odd and one even number, and with some students
given structural arguments based on the idea that the
sum of two consecutive numbers is equal to “the first
number times 2 plus 1”, as in this impressive phase 1
response:

For Q2 (sum of three consecutive numbers), the Y10
students seemed just as focussed on the parity issue
as the Y9 students. The ‘× 3’ property only began to
emerge during some of the group discussions (phase 2)
and there were few structural arguments even by phase
4. However, one student, Avril, had given an algebraic
explanation, which had an interesting impact on the
class. She had produced the explanation for homework
but it did not appear on her group’s OHT, perhaps
because they did not understand it or perhaps because
she was not confident about it herself - it transpired
she had been told the method by her father! However,
when the teacher discovered her answer (shown
below), she was asked to put it onto an OHT which she
then displayed to the class.

In phase 4, where students answered the two questions
again, on their own, several students incorporated
algebraic expressions in their answers, with varying
degrees of success. The student who had given an
impressive narrative proof for Q1 (shown above) now
gave a similarly impressive algebraic proof:

By contrast, here (below) is the phase 4 response to Q2
of a student who thought he had “got it when April was
exp(laining) it” but found he could not fully reproduce
her approach. (This is still a marked improvement
on his phase 1 response, though, where he had just
written four examples and the statement “I can’t see a
pattern”.)

It is also interesting to consider April’s phase 4 answer
to Q2 (top of page, right). She has lost some of the
formal language, which presumably came from her
father (“Assume ...”), and there is no longer the explicit
reference to the fact that the numbers are consecutive
(the reason why they can be written as x, x+1, x+2).
However, rather than just noting that the sum is a
multiple of three, she has now included the ‘middle
number × 3’ relationship. Also, in common with many
other students in the class, she now refers to the parity
issue (though without giving an explanation).
The algebraic argument used by April is clearly
structural in nature, but how meaningful might it have
been for her and some of the other students? Writing
the numbers as x, x+1, x+2 is a powerful way of
expressing the consecutive property of the numbers,

but the subsequent steps in the argument (summing
the terms, dividing the result by 3 to obtain x+1 and
concluding that the sum is therefore divisible by 3 and
perhaps also concluding that it is 3 times the middle
term) can be carried out at an essentially syntactical
level, ie without much sense of what the various
transformations mean with regard to the given context.
Thus, for example, when April arrived at the expression
x+1 in phase 1 to show that the sum was divisible by
3, she did not seem to connect this back to her use of
the same expression to represent the middle term. And
where she did make this connection in her phase 4
answer, it seems to have been mediated by one or more
numerical examples (in particular, 3+4+5=12; 12/3=4).
Of course, this very feature of algebraic symbolisation,
that once having captured the structure of a situation
one can abandon meaning for a while and just
manipulate the symbols according to established
formal rules, is also one of the strengths of algebra. It
can be difficult, and inefficient, to hang on to meaning
all of the time. On the other hand, if we want students
to focus on mathematical structure, and while they
are still in the process of learning the formal algebraic
rules, it would be foolish to abandon meaning for any
length of time.
One way to give meaning to algebraic symbolisations
is to link them to other representations, eg visual ones.
In the example below, the dot patterns are used to show
how x + (x+1) + (x+2) can be transformed into 3x+3:

x

x+1
x+2
3x + 3
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It can also be helpful to consider alternative algebraic
representations, some of which may be more salient
than others. For the current task, I would argue that
it is more illuminating to use x for the middle rather
than the first consecutive term, like this: x–1, x, x+1.
Here it is readily apparent that summing these terms
is equivalent to summing x, x, x. This of course is an
algebraic version of the ‘compensation’ argument
that some Y9 students had used (“Take 1 off the last
number and add it to the first ...”).
In the event, none of the Y10 students used this
algebraic version of the compensation argument,
though one student, Lee, part of whose phase 4 script
is shown below, might have applied the argument to
the standard algebraic formulation (her explanation is
difficult to interpret):

During phase 3 of the Y10 lesson, students were
made aware of the compensation argument through a
student who very nicely showed that 99 + 100 + 101
is equivalent to 100 + 100 + 100. Strangely however,
this seems to have had little impact: she did not use
the argument herself in phase 4 (perhaps because
she worked closely with April). Apart from student
Lee, (above) only 3 students in the class of about 25
used the compensation argument in phase 4, as these
extracts from their scripts show:

It is interested to consider why such structural
arguments were so rare, in these two classes and
many other classes that I observed, especially as we
have found some classes, often designated as quite
low attaining, where the situation is very different.
My feeling is, the reason may often be cultural rather
than cognitive, ie it may have more to do with a lack
of familiarity or emphasis than with any intrinsic
difficulty. Thus, we tend to concentrate on the search
for pattern (such as the parity relationship between the
terms and the sum) but without tying this to a search
for an explanation.
Emphasis on the use of algebraic symbolisation can
also have a bearing on this. In the Y10 class that we
have just discussed, its use came about by chance,
through a parent helping one of the students with
the homework. However, I have frequently observed
teachers push an algebraic approach, particularly with
their high attaining classes but often with disappointing
results. Understandably, teachers value the use of
algebra and it is often the way they approach problems
themselves. However, I think this can also lead to
teachers underemphasising the structural aspect of
an argument (and not seeing how an appreciation of
structure can be nurtured through visual and narrative
forms); as discussed above, it is easy to assume that
students are aware of the structure embedded in an
algebraic argument, when for much of the time the
argument takes place at a syntactic level, with little
regard to meaning.
I am not (quite) suggesting that we should hold back
on algebraic symbolisation. However, when we first
attempt algebraic arguments this should be alongside
arguments expressed in narrative or visual form and we
should continually return to the meaning of the algebra,
ie work at a semantic as well as a syntactic level. This
is also important for learning the syntax itself.
Difficulties with algebraic symbolisation On the
occasions when I observed students using algebra,
they often struggled. In a Y10 set 2 class students were
working on the MEP question, “Prove that the sum of
two consecutive numbers must be odd”. The teacher
had reminded the class about how one can use algebra
to express even numbers (eg 2n) and odd numbers (eg,
2n+1 or 2n–1). A group of students that I was talking
to used n and n+1 to represent the consecutive numbers
and correctly derived 2n+1 for the sum. However,
they seemed unsure what to do next so I asked them
to explain why 2n+1 must be odd. The dominant
member of the group responded by evaluating their
original expression, n + n+1, for various values of n,
thus sidelining the algebraic transformation rather than
tapping in to its power.
Another group was trying to “Prove that the sum of two
consecutive odd numbers must be even”. They began
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by writing 2n+1 + 2n+1, which is impressive except
that it represents identical rather than consecutive odd
numbers. When I pointed this out, a student assured me
that it was alright, as n could be any number (and so
could take different values within the same expression).
Another student wondered whether the next odd
number might be 3n+1.
Of course the struggle with algebra can be worthwhile,
if it is not too overwhelming. Here is the phase 4
response to the ‘sum of 3 consecutive numbers’ task
by a student, Mark, from the Y10 set 1 class we
considered earlier in this chapter (see page 6.6):

We can not be sure quite what is going on here, but it
can be seen that Mark eventually arrives at a correct
algebraic expression, 3n+3, for the sum. He seems to
have used numerical examples (in particular, 2+3+4
and 3+4+5) to help him find and/or check this (but in
an empirical rather than a generic, ie structural, way).
Mark seems at one stage to have written 2 + (2+1)
+ (2+2) = 4(2+1). The expression on the right does
not give the correct total, 9, and the 4 may have
come from the superficial observation that there are
four 2s on the left hand side: these 2s have differing
structural significance and by collecting them together
the structure is lost (the second and third 2s are a
consequence of having chosen 2 as the first term but
the fourth 2 is independent of the first term).
Elsewhere Mark has written (2+1)2, which does gives
the correct total (for 2+3+4) but which again does
not embody the structure. Sensibly he seems to have
checked the validity of this by trying (3+1)2 for 3+4+5,
which he then crossed out, presumably because it did
not give the correct total, 12.

structure of the situation: 3n+3 (for the general case
with n representing the first consecutive number),
3×2+3 (for the case where the first number is 2) and
3×3+3 (where the first number is 3). We don’t know
which of these expressions came first, but having
found one it presumably led him to the others. We also
don’t know whether he truly saw the structure or just
hit upon an expression that worked. However, even
in the latter case, it seems likely that he achieved a
better sense of the structure of the task and its algebraic
representation than he had at the start and so the
excursion into algebra was worthwhile.
I observed a Y9 set 1 class working on the
same task, where a student had also derived
the correct expression 3n+3 for the sum.
The teacher tried to elicit from the class why
this meant that the sum was a multiple of 3.
The students were reluctant to respond, even
when the teacher asked “What do you get if
you divide (the expression) by 3?”, and when
she subsequently rewrote the expression as
3(n+1) the students seemed bemused. The
students were probably not yet experienced
enough with the syntax to use algebra as an
effective tool. Rather than trying to transform
the algebraic expression further, it might
have been more fruitful to consider what
it stands for. I observed a student do this
very effectively in a Y8 set 1 lesson, where
the class was working on the ‘sum of three
consecutive numbers’ task. The student had
written n + n+1 + n+2 = 3n+3, followed by
this explanation:

Interestingly, the teacher made use of this explanation
in her next lesson (with a Y10 set 3 class) where she at
one stage wrote this on the board:

At various places Mark has written (and not crossed
out) three expressions which correctly express the
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Of course, one could go further with this approach (of
focussing on the meaning), by arguing that “1 more
multiple of 3” than the nth multiple is the (n+1)th
multiple of 3, which would give another take on why
3n+3 can be written as 3(n+1).
Another student, Tim, in the Y8 set 1 class recently
referred to, had a nice way of combining an algebraic
with a numerical approach (reminiscent of the Y10
student Mark - see the top of page 6.9). Here is Tim’s
work on the ‘3 consecutive numbers’ task, where
he starts by representing the numbers and their sum
algebraically:

Tim’s subsequent use of the numerical example is
perhaps to check the algebra (3×10+3 matches 3n+3)
but it is also possible that it was through the numbers
rather than the algebra that he managed to find the
“middle number × 3” rule.
The class was also asked to consider sums of 4, 5 and
6 consecutive numbers and it can be seen (above)
that Tim has started to consider this, at the bottom
of the page, where he has written “... or the number
of consecutive numbers times the first number and +
the number of consecutive numbers”. Thus where the
sum of 3 consecutive numbers
is 3n + 3 (where n is the first
consecutive number) the sum
of 4 consecutive numbers will
be 4n + 4, etc. In fact this is
an over-generalisation as Tim
discovers as he works on (right):
At the top of this second page of
Tim’s work, he has checked his
expression 4n+4 for n=10 and
found that it gives 44 instead
of 46. He then writes down
the correct expression, 4n+6,
which he seems to have derived
algebraically, and does the
same for five (5n+10) and six
(6n+15) consecutive numbers.
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In a conversation with the teacher, Tim then discovers
that the constant terms in his expressions are triangle
numbers, which causes much excitement. (The nice
thing about this is that it can be related back to the
way the numbers were derived (eg the 10 in 5n+10
comes from the sum of 1, 2, 3 and 4), which we know,
even without doing the computation, is how triangle
numbers are structured.)
Using and supporting algebra The authors of the
MEP proof exercise shown on page 6.1 intended the
questions to be solved algebraically (this is clear
from the worked examples preceding the exercise).
However, it is not essential to use algebra and, as
we have seen, some of the questions can be solved
equally well by other means. This certainly applies to
the ‘sum of 3 consecutive numbers’ task, which lends
itself to approaches which stay focussed on meaning,
whether the relations are expressed algebraically, in
words or visually. However, some of the questions in
the exercise, particularly Q4b and Q8 are clearly more
difficult to solve ‘semantically’, ie by examining and
remaining aware of the structure. This is Q8:
Prove that if you add the squares of three
consecutive numbers and then subtract two,
you always get a multiple of 3.
Here the task-situation is relatively complex (and also
rather contrived) and it is therefore more difficult to
keep hold of the structure. On the other hand, if one has
the manipulative skills, it is quite straightforward to
solve the task algebraically, as this solution shows:
Let n be the first consecutive number, say.
Then we want to show that n2 + (n+1)2 + (n+2)2 – 2 is a
multiple of 3:
n2 + (n+1)2 + (n+2)2 – 2 			
(1)
2
2
2
= n + (n +2n+1) + (n +4n+4) – 2		
(2)
2
= 3n + 6n + 3					
(3)
= 3(n2+2n+1)					

(4)

Of course, one
needs to consider
the structure to
construct line (1).
Also, one could
pause at line 3 and
instead of factorising
to obtain line 4,
one could retrieve
some meaning by
‘inspecting’ the terms
(ie by proceeding in
a similar way to the
Y8 student discussed
earlier, who noticed
that both terms in
the expression 3n+3
are multiples of 3).

However, someone with the syntactical skills needed
to get to line 3 would probably have little difficulty in
carrying on to line 4. Thus this question is well-suited
to practising manipulative skills - and to demonstrating
the problem solving power of algebra (even if some
will find the process rather joyless!).
Even if one does see Q8 primarily as an algebraic
task, it is nonetheless possible to interpret the
steps semantically, and this might provide a useful
secondary activity that helps develop or consolidate the
manipulative skills. Consider this visual approach:

n

n+1

n+2

2

Here the first row shows a geometric representation of
the task and the second row shows a transformation.
The second row matches line (3) of the algebraic
solution and the result is clearly a multiple of 3, as
there are 3 identical blue, 6 identical orange and 3
identical yellow pieces. The transformation can also be
taken a step further, by removing part of the third shape
(ie part of the square of the third consecutive number)
and adding it to the first shape, as here:

The new arrangement clearly shows that we have a
multiple of 3 and indeed that it is ‘3 times the square of
the middle consecutive number’, ie 3(n+1)2. (Notice,
too, that this expression is equivalent to the expression
in line (4) above.)
This last geometric transformation (above) is similar to
the compensation argument that can be applied to our
original ‘sum of 3 consecutive numbers’ task (‘Take
1 from the third consecutive number and add it to the
first’). Thus, as students undertake tasks that involve
more complex algebraic manipulations it may still
be possible to support this by giving meaning to the
expressions and their transformations.
How important is it to find ways to support algebraic
manipulations? Earlier we argued that Q8 could
be solved quite straightforwardly, if one has the
manipulative skills. This statement begs the question

of how these skills are acquired and what they consist
of. Expressed formally, the algebraic transformations
in lines (1) to (4) above involve the commutative,
associative and distributive laws. (So, for example,
the transformation of line (3) into line (4) rests on the
fact that, in the domain of numbers, multiplication is
distributive over addition.) Students may not be using
these laws explicitly, but a case can be made that
they are more likely to be successful if they can give
some kind of meaning to the situation, by relating it
to a context (like the composition of areas illustrated
above), which embodies these laws, ie where these
laws apply automatically. (Of course, this begs the
further question of how to find appropriate contexts, for
which the short answer might be, experience - ie you
find a context that works and stick to it!)
Q4b from the MEP exercise, which is shown below,
has similar characteristics to Q8:
Prove that if you multiply two consecutive odd
numbers, and then add 1, the result will be a
multiple of 4.
Thus it too lends itself to an algebraic solution, such as
the one below:
Let 2n+1 be the first consecutive number.
Then we want to show that (2n+1)(2n+3) + 1 is a
multiple of 4:
(2n+1)(2n+3) + 1 			
(1)
= 4n2 + 2n + 6n + 3 + 1			
(2)
= 4n2 + 8n + 4				
(3)
= 4(n2 + 2n + 1)			

Its structure also
1
can be represented
geometrically, as a way n
of providing (some)
support to students’
n
understanding of the
algebraic steps and
manipulations.

n

(4)

n

1 1 1

There are also tasks which can be solved algebraically
(or numerically) but where it is extremely difficult
to gain real insight. One familiar task of this sort is
where a rectangle is drawn on a number grid and the
difference found between the products of the numbers
in opposite corners of the rectangle.
The white-board projection below shows how this
task was introduced to a Y7 set 1 class that I observed.
Here the rectangle was a 4 by 4 square and the number
grid had 10 columns (ie any given number is 10 more
than the one immediately above it - though only the
numbers inside the chosen square are shown here). The
difference in the products came to 90.
A nice thing about the task, despite its opaque nature, is
that one can easily change the position of the rectangle,
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its dimensions and the number of columns in the grid.
In turn, it is a potentially rich task in terms of making
observations, and making and testing conjectures.
Also, by not showing the complete grid, students are
encouraged to find the corner numbers by considering
the relationships between them, rather than simply by
drawing.

The work below is by Andy. He has found the corner
numbers for a 4 by 4 square without drawing all the
columns of the grid and he has confirmed that the
required difference is 90. He has also managed to
express the corner numbers algebraically, which is
very impressive, although he has made a mistake in
expanding the products (n+30 × n+3 and n × n+33).

Another student, Alan (above, right), has gone further
by successfully expanding the algebraic products
(though he seems not to have taken the final step of
finding their difference).
As is apparent from these scripts, the difference
between the products of the opposite corner numbers
is independent of the position of the rectangle. Rather,
it is depends solely on the ‘horizontal’ and ‘vertical’
differences between the corner numbers - in the
above examples these differences are 3 and 30, and 3
× 30 gives 90. This can be proved algebraically in a
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straightforward way, which these two students came
close to doing. However, it is difficult to ‘see’ why
the relationship must be true, which is frustrating. It
also means that the opportunity to gain insight into the
relationship is not available, or at least highly elusive.
I would therefore hesitate to use the task, despite the
positive features mentioned above and despite the nice
work that many of the students produced.

The teacher of this Y7 class used various other number
grid tasks. For example, a ‘number cross’ task where
a cross surrounding 5 numbers is drawn anywhere
on a number grid and a relationship sought between
the middle number and the sum of all the numbers
inside the cross. This is simpler than the ‘difference of
products’ task and it is more intuitable - a relationship
can be found using a compensation argument. The next
two extracts below show part of a write-up of the task
by Andy.

As with the ‘difference of products’ task, Andy tries to
use algebra to prove his relationship (that “any cross
in the 100 square is 5 × the middle number”) which
this time he does successfully (below). However,
his working suggests that he is doing more than just
simplifying an expression in that he shows very nicely

how the various parts of the expression relate and
“cancel out”.
This teacher made high demands and as it so happens
she had tried Q8 from the MEP proof exercise (about
the sum of the squares of three consecutive numbers)
with her top set Y8 class. She had previously discussed
how to represent consecutive numbers algebraically
and many of the students seemed able to do this, as in
the case of Garth, whose work is shown below:

Though Garth could represent the three consecutive
numbers algebraically, it can be seen that he had
difficulty in representing their squares and this turned
out to be the case for most students in the class. Here
are three fairly typical examples. The first (below), by a
student called Gemma, is similar to Garth’s, except that
here only the n-terms have been squared.

In our second example (below), the given situation
(the sum of the squares of three consecutive numbers)
is expressed very nicely. However, in deriving the
result (3n)6+3, ie in attempting to transform and
simplify the initial expression, the student seems to
have manipulated the terms with little or no sense of
what they originally represented. Thus to get “3n” he
seems simply to have counted the number of times “n”
is written on the page, while ignoring the indices and
brackets, and he seems to have derived the numerical
term “3” and the index “6” in a similar way.

This third example (top of page, right) is similar, with
a nice initial expression followed by a manipulation
where the original meanings are ignored through the
use of some kind of ‘collecting together’ schema which
does not fully fit the situation.

This same student subsequently expanded the
expression (n+1)2 using a ‘grid method’ (below). This
allowed him to find the four terms of the expansion
successfully, but in collecting them together he again
ignored some of the structure and meaning.

Perhaps the algebraic manipulations required for Q8
are too complex for these students at this stage, or
perhaps they need more support of the kind discussed
earlier (eg, the use of composite area diagrams) to
build on the skills they do have.
Earlier in the lesson the students had been asked to
consider a variant of the ‘sum of three consecutive
numbers task’, which the teacher had worded as
follows:
Show that the sum of three consecutive even
numbers is always a multiple of 6.
Here the students were also encouraged to use algebra,
and they did so with greater success. The response of
Gemma, who had written n2 + n2+1 + n2+2 (above) on
the ‘squares of consecutive numbers’ task, is typical.
She again found a correct expression for the required
sum and this time simplified it correctly (to 3n+6):

This is impressive, even if the approach is restricted
by having to assume that n is even. This means that
the evenness of the numbers n, n+2 and n+4 is not
expressed entirely by the algebra, and so it is not
immediately apparent that 3n+6 is a multiple of 6.
However, Gemma seems aware of this limitation, even
if she does not resolve it entirely successfully.
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In the response below, the evenness of the numbers
has been expressed algebraically (though the rubbingsout suggest it may have been quite a struggle!).
The expression for the sum has also been simplified
correctly and the student seems to have argued quite
successfully that the result, 6n+6, is a multiple of 6.
This is the student who had written (3n)6+3 for the sum
of the squares of three consecutive numbers (p 6.13).

Garth, who had given an algebraic response (page 6.13)
similar to Gemma’s on the ‘squares of consecutive
numbers’ task, also started with an algebraic approach
here, but soon abandoned it (below). This is really an
example of ‘pseudo algebra’ since it expresses none
of the properties of the given numbers (other than that
there are three of them and they are to be added). Such
responses are common when students are starting to
try to use algebraic symbolisation and can provide a
useful vehicle for discussing what the purpose of such
symbolisation might be.

As can be seen in the above extract, Garth went on to
claim that one of the consecutive even numbers must
be a multiple of 6, and that the sum of the other two is
also a multiple of 6. This has the beginnings of a nice
(narrative) proof (assuming that the statements are true
and can be justified!). In fact several students gave
the same argument, presumably because the idea had
travelled round the class. Where students attempted to
justify the argument, they usually did so empirically, as
in the explanation below.

A nice feature of this explanation, although it is only
empirical, is that the student has considered all three
possible kinds of cases, namely where the multiple of
6 is the first, second or third consecutive even number.
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In fact, this student went on to develop a visual
explanation, for the example 4+6+8 (below). This
shows the beginnings of a structural argument which
could fairly easily be generalised to all cases where
the second number is a multiple of 6 (and similarly for
when the first or last number is a multiple of 6).

This possible set of arguments does not have a clear
match with any algebraic statements that students made
(and in this case it would be difficult to construct one).
However, this particular dot pattern could be used to
support a different and more general argument, namely:
‘the sum is always 3 times the middle number, which
itself is an even number, so the sum is a multiple of
2×3 which is 6’. An algebraic equivalent of this is 2n–2
+ 2n + 2n+2 = 6n, and so the dot pattern could be used
to give meaning to this algebraic way of expressing
the sum and its transformation. Similarly, a dot pattern
could be found to support the more usual algebraic
construction, 2n + 2n+2 + 2n+4 and its simplification
to 6n+6.
Using dot patterns We have seen examples in other
chapters of the use of dot patterns to show structure.
However, the use of dot patterns (and other visual
approaches) was not particularly widespread, especially
where teachers were emphasising an algebraic
approach and despite the fact that the patterns could be
used to support the algebra.
We feel that more emphasis could and should be given
to this support role. However, students also need
experience of constructing such patterns in their own
right, to learn about the subtleties involved: while
dot patterns can show structure in a very direct and
illuminating way, they don’t automatically do so. We
thus conclude this chapter by looking at attempts to
use dot patterns on some of the consecutive numbers
tasks, and the difficulties that students sometimes
encountered.
The piece of work below is from a Y9 set 1 student
who was working on the ‘sum of three consecutive
numbers’ task, and trying to show that when the first
number is odd the sum is even. Here he has made good
use of the standard pattern for odd an even numbers
(ie with dots, or in this case crosses, arranged in two
equal-as-possible columns) and he has then shown how

the two left-over crosses (on the odd numbers 3 and
5) can be paired up (hence making an even total). This
visual argument is basically very nice.

The response to the same task by another student in
the class is shown below. As can be seen, there is
quite a lot going on. Thus she seems to have started

with systematic examples and noticed the constant
differences that occur for the sum; she has then
considered the parity of the sum, and noticed that the
sum “will always be divisible by 3”. This is shown in
enlarged form below:

she has made of the simplified expression 3x+3: does
she see that this provides a proof of her conjecture
(and why it does so)? Interestingly, though, she has
followed this with another numerical example, 1+2+3,
for which she has also drawn a dot pattern (shown
enlarged below). For the numerical example, she
initially just adds the numbers (getting the total 6
which she presumably sees is divisible by 3); but she
then explicitly links the numbers to the expression
3x+3, so she is clearly making some attempt to explain
or justify the algebraic structure. However, with the
dots (or rather, crosses) she does not get that far. Her
pattern shows that the result is 6 and it can also be read
as showing that this is a multiple of 3; however, it only
happens to be a multiple of 3 - there is nothing in the
way the crosses have been drawn and re-arranged to
demonstrate that this must be so - nor that it is of the
form 3x+3.

Though this student did not get far in moving between
numerical, visual and algebraic representations of
the task, it seems to me that such an attempt is worth
undertaking and should be encouraged. It could be that
the choice of 1+2+3 for the numerical example did
not help here: it is rather ‘simple’ and special, and a
more ‘generic’ choice (eg 11+12+13) might have made
it easier to see the structure (numerically and in the
corresponding dot pattern).
I also observed a middle set Y10 class working on
the ‘sum of 3 consecutive numbers’ task (and later in
the lesson on extension tasks such as the ‘sum of 5
consecutive numbers’). The students worked in groups
and were asked to prepare an OHT of their findings to
show to the rest of the class. In the previous lesson, the
teacher had spent some time on the use of dot patterns
to represent odd and even numbers and some students
made use of this in the current lesson. Some others
used algebra.

As can be seen, she has also successfully expressed
the task algebraically, though we can’t be sure what



It could have been more powerful still if he had seen that
instead of moving the one left-over cross to the right, he could
have moved the other left-over cross to the left, thereby making
not just an even total but transforming the three consecutive
numbers into 3 lots of the middle number.

The students seemed to find the work engaging, but
some seemed content to make observations without
looking for explanations. Thus, some students who had
found that the sums of 3 consecutive numbers were
multiples of 3, seemed bemused when I asked them
why this might be. On the other hand, one of these
students reacted with a loud “Aha!” when someone
from another group announced that the sum was ‘3
times the middle number’.
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The group-OHT shown below is reminiscent of the
response of one of the Y9 students shown earlier (top
of page 6.15). Here the re-arranged dots give some
indication that “two odd and 1 even” (specifically,
5+6+7) “adds up to an even number”. However, the
patterns don’t throw much light on the students’ more
powerful claim that “all answers are multiples of
three”.

In contrast to this, the OHT below very effectively
shows why the sum of 5 consecutive numbers is a
multiple of 5. Notice here that the students have just
used single columns of dots to represent the individual
consecutive numbers. Double columns, which are so
effective for showing the parity of a number, are not
necessary here, indeed they would tend to obscure the
‘multiple of 5’ property.

The pattern in the OHT produced by another group of
students is similar, except that the rearrangement of
the dots has been done in a haphazard way (below).
We can see that the dots have been rearranged into 5
identical patterns, but we can’t really be sure that this
would always happen for 5 consecutive numbers - the
students have not really captured the structure.

Thus the effective use of dot patterns can involve quite
subtle notions, eg knowing when a particular kind of
arrangement is appropriate, and appreciating whether a
transformation brings out the structure or not.
One of the group of students had approached the tasks
algebraically, and had written this for the ‘sum of 3
consecutive numbers’ task:

When questioned about this, it transpired that the
students had not derived the expression (a+1)×3
algebraically (ie by manipulating the left hand side);
instead, they were simply expressing an empirical
generalisation that they had made, that the sum
is 3 times the middle number. This is of course
perfectly legitimate, as long as the logical status of
the expression is made clear - which is quite a subtle
issue. (The expression 3a+3 was added during this
discussion, to show how one could move from the LHS
to the RHS algebraically.)
Later they wrote this for the ‘5 consecutives’ task:

Here they did intend the RHS to be seen as being
derived from the LHS. This is perhaps easier to do
this time as the algebraic form is slightly different and
easier to simplify. In fact, the form matches the dot
pattern shown opposite (in the left hand column of this
page) and it would be nice to think that this might have
influenced the group’s formulation.
In this chapter we have looked at students’ responses
to a range of consecutive number tasks. As with odds
and evens (chapter 5), consecutive numbers provide
accessible mathematical content, thus allowing students
to focus on structure.
We discussed the merits of using open tasks. Though
this can make lessons less predicatable, and hence
more ‘risky’ for the teacher, it can also make lessons
more productive and exciting, by allowing students
to take more responsibility for their work and to
become more engaged. Students came up with many
unexpected findings, and even where these seemed to
be relatively trivial mathematically, they often leant
themselves to structural reasoning.
We also looked at organising students’ activities
into phases, with students sometime working alone,
sometimes in groups and sometimes as a whole class.
Used appropriately, such a way of working looks as if
it might have considerable benefits.
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We also looked at the use of algebra. Many tasks
which can be solved algebraically (ie using algebraic
symbolisation) can be solved equally well without.
Teachers tend to value algebra very highly (the project
teachers were no exception), but, ironically perhaps,
the use of algebra can divert students from looking at
structure. We feel that students should be encouraged
to consider a variety of approaches (algebraic, visual,
verbal) so that one approach can inform the others
and, in particular, can help to maintain meaning for the
algebraic expressions that students try to construct and
manipulate (often unsuccessfully). We think this holds
even for tasks that are particularly well suited to an
algebraic approach, but that teachers should also think
carefully before choosing such tasks.
We also discussed the use of dot patterns, which are an
obvious choice for representing tasks involving whole
numbers (as is of course the case with ‘consecutive
numbers’ and ‘odds and evens’). Such patterns can be
very illuminating but there are subtleties involved in
using them effectively.
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